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ABSTRACT
Without additional design considerations, such as structural robustness, the failure of a building’s structural
element can develop into a progressive and/or disproportionate collapse. The existing requirements given in
international guidelines for preventing disproportionate collapse are generally not practical and uneconomic
when applied to multi-storey cross-laminated timber (CLT) buildings in platform-type construction. This paper
summarises recent research and improved approaches developed to meet structural robustness for such buildings.
To ensure alternative load-paths using simplified linear elastic analytical procedures, an improved method
using engineering mechanics was derived for CLT buildings in platform-type construction to aid in quantifying
connection tie forces between structural components. Using advanced nonlinear dynamic analyses, the behaviour
of two case-study buildings under element removal scenarios are studied: i) 12-storey with CLT floor and wall
system; and ii) 9-storey flat-plate CLT floor system point-supported on glulam columns. Finally, in a nonlinear
pushdown analysis of a platform CLT bay to characterise the resistance mechanism of the floor and wall panels,
four different alternative load-paths are evaluated. The presented findings can support the design of multi-storey
CLT buildings in platform-type construction to ensure structural robustness.
1 LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 CLT platform-type construction

Typical connections for CLT platform-type construction
consists of self-tapping screws (STS) that connect the
floors to the walls below, and angle brackets fastened

Cross-laminated Timber (CLT) is an engineered

with wood screws or nails that connect the floors to

mass timber product, made of orthogonally glued

the walls above. Figure 1 shows the detailing with two

lumber board layers [1]. As a result of research that

single span CLT panels, connected over the middle

developed analytical models and design procedures

loadbearing wall by means of STS [10,11] where the

for the seismic design of CLT systems [e.g. 2,3], CLT

floor panels, resting on the walls to carry the gravity

is now commonly used as lateral load-resisting system

loads, are assumed to be simply supported. Hold-

in mid-rise buildings world-wide [4]; and ‘designing

downs and angle brackets fastened with wood screws

and building CLT structures, also in earthquake-prone

or nails are designed for uplift and shear forces,

regions is no longer a domain for early adopters, but

respectively, resulting from lateral loads [3,12]. With

is becoming a part of regular timber engineering

these details, CLT platform-type structures are only

practice’ [5]. The most common application of CLT

as strong as the connections between the components

to carry both gravity and lateral loads [6,7] is in

[13], hence their structural robustness and ability to

platform-type construction where the floor panels

prevent disproportionate collapse depends on them

act as a platform for the next level. The nine-storey

[14,15].

Stadthaus building [8] in London, UK, and the twelvestorey Origine building [9] in Quebec City, Canada, are
noteworthy examples.
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uneconomical and unpractical to design for all
abnormal loads that might impact the building in
its life span [18]. Therefore, if P[Hi] is close to 1.0,
P[D|Hi] can be used to ensure local resistance, e.g.
by the EN1991-1-7 key element approach [24], where
key elements are designed by applying a notional
load of 34 kN/m2 on one of its faces, resulting in a
reduction of the vulnerability and P[D|Hi] [20,25].
However, this conservative overdesign of components
may lead to uneconomical solutions for mass timber
buildings, and is therefore only advised as a last resort
Figure 1: Connection detailing for platform-type CLT
building.

[26]. Consequently, structural robustness P[F|DHi] is

1.2 Disproportionate Collapse Prevention

collapse prevention [23,27].

In addition to gravity and lateral loads, there could

1.3 Structural robustness -alternative load-path

be extreme or abnormal loads, e.g. explosions, acting

Structural robustness is defined as the ability of a

on buildings. The probability of failure of structural

building to develop alternative load-paths (ALPs)

members designed for gravity forces is in the range

after an initial damage [28]. Structural robustness can

of 10-5 per year [16,17]; considering this failure

be implemented using direct or indirect procedures

probability, initial damage following abnormal loads

[29-31]; their applications depend on the building’s

is generally acceptable [18,19]. However, if the

importance and occupancy level [20,25]. Event-

damaged loadbearing elements trigger the collapse

dependent methods, e.g. applying specific abnormal

of connecting members leading to failure of a large

loads on a structure, and event-independent methods,

part of the building, then the resulting collapse is

e.g. notional element removal, are listed as direct

labelled

propagation

approaches for disproportionate collapse prevention.

is deemed proportionate to the initial damage, if

Advanced analyses ranging from linear static to

contained within the collapse thresholds such as those

nonlinear dynamic analyses may be performed to

set in EN1991-1-7 [20]. The Ronan Point apartment

obtain realistic structural performance following

building collapse in London in 1968 [21] and the World

extreme loading events. Indirect approaches, e.g.

Trade Centre in New-York in 2001 [22] are the most

ensuring structural integrity and redundancy by means

prominent disproportionate collapse examples.

of minimum tie-force requirements, do not require

The probability of disproportionate collapse P[DC] can

thorough analyses as building safety may be ensured

be quantified by Equation (1) [23,24]:

through adequate ties between components. In other

“disproportionate”.

Failure

P[DC] = P[Hi] × P[D|Hi] × P[F|DHi]

(1)

described as the best method for disproportionate

words, connections between structural components
may be designed for minimum tensile forces to

where P[Hi] is the exposure of the structure or

enhance continuity, ductility, and redundancy to tie

loadbearing element to extreme events that result

the structure together [25].

to abnormal loads (Hi), P[D|Hi] is the vulnerability
to local damage (D) given Hi, and P[F|DHi] is the
structural robustness, defined as the ability to prevent
failure propagation (F) given Hi and D.

As per EN1991-1-7 [20] and UFC 4-023-03 [25],
normal importance buildings, up to four storeys, are
usually designed using the indirect approach, utilising
principles of engineering mechanics. For high-rise

The aforementioned individual equation components

and high-importance buildings, the direct approach,

are statistically independent and therefore can

using numerical analyses, accounting for nonlinearity

be considered separately and/or collectively to

with or without dynamic behaviours, is recommended

reduce P[DC] [24]. A risk assessment can identify

[23,32]. Mid-rise buildings can be designed using either

possible extreme events (Hi) that the structure can

or both indirect and direct approaches, depending on

be subjected to, as well as appropriate solutions

the importance of the building [23,32]. Nonetheless,

to mitigate them and reduce P[Hi]. However, from

as a direct procedure, alternate load-path analysis

a structural design point of view, it can be both

(ALPA)

10

with

nonlinear

dynamic

behaviours

is
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frequently used to achieve economic structural

is required to satisfy structural integrity such as

design solutions [33-35]. While much research with

when designing for blast loads using CSA S850 [43].

advanced analyses using nonlinear dynamic ALPA with

In Australia and New Zealand, their National Building

sudden element removal approach, as described in

Code (AS/NZS 1170.0 2002) [44] includes a generic

the Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC 4-023-03) [25],

robustness requirement similar to EN1991-1-7 [20].

has been performed on concrete and steel buildings

But little additional aid is given to the design and

[36,37], research done on CLT buildings are scarce.

the “subject of structural robustness remained an

The indirect procedure, as a generic method with

ambiguous and largely forgotten requirement” [47].

prescriptive values or formulae for horizontal and

In general, the design provisions for disproportionate

vertical tie forces targeting a minimum level of

collapse prevention in the aforementioned building

structural integrity, are implemented in design codes

codes are not explicit and partially subjective.

[20] and guidelines [25,38]. Designs of buildings

When relying on structural integrity, ensured by the

meeting these requirements can be assumed robust

respective material standards, no guidance is given to

[27,29]. Nevertheless, existing tie-force requirements

demonstrate the performance against disproportionate

in codes and guidelines were only developed from

collapse. For structural systems outside the scope

tests and analyses done on concrete and steel

of the material standards, e.g. CLT platform-type

buildings. The engineering bulletin [39], derived

construction, the design for disproportionate collapse

from the Timber Frame 2000 tests [40], is the only

prevention is left to the designer’s engineering

available guidance on structural integrity for light-

judgment, which in most cases may be uneconomical

frame wood buildings limited to six storeys; however,

and may require peer review. Consequently, there is a

these provisions are neither practical nor economical

need to identify the main areas of improvement that

for CLT platform-type construction [26].

will help to draft the next generation of codes and

1.4 Disproportionate Collapse Guidelines
In Europe, EN1991-1-7 [20] gives details for designing
buildings against disproportionate collapse. It defines

guidelines for disproportionate collapse prevention
and structural robustness.
1.5 Research Needs

collapse thresholds and proposes strategies to ensure

Given the existing limitations, combined with the

that collapse is not disproportionate to the initial

trend towards mid-rise and possibly high-rise CLT

damage, with respect to building categories. In

buildings with platform-type construction, specific

the United States, ASCE-7 [41] relies on structural

requirements for structural robustness to design

integrity by means of continuity, redundancy, and

against disproportionate collapse are needed. The

energy-dissipating capabilities as indirect methods

main objective of this paper is to summarise recent

to design against disproportionate collapse. However,

research, with both direct and indirect procedures for

no specific collapse thresholds, nor explicit guidance

disproportionate collapse prevention of CLT platform-

on minimum tie-force requirements or specifications

type

on the level of building performance are given. The

concurrent to the first were: i) to highlight the areas of

Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC 4-023-03) [25], and the

improvements within the existing codes and guidelines

General Service Administration (GSA) guidelines [38]

with respect to CLT buildings, derived from a global

provide prescriptive guidance for disproportionate

survey; ii) to identify possible collapse-resistance

collapse prevention for Federal and Government

mechanisms for CLT buildings; iii) to highlight the

buildings, in form of minimum tie-force, ALPA, as

limitations of the existing codes and guidelines with

well as key element design. In Canada, since 1980,

respect to identified collapse-resistance mechanism;

the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) does no

iv) to establish a simplified linear static procedure

longer refer directly to disproportionate collapse [42]

of analysis for minimum tie-force requirements

but assumes that buildings designed in accordance

using a case-study building; and v) to illustrate the

with the Canadian Standards Association (CSA)

implementation of advanced analyses using nonlinear

material design standards have a satisfactory degree

dynamic procedures on CLT platform-type structures

of structural integrity to localise the damage and

at hand of a case-study buildings.

construction.

The

secondary

objectives,

avoid disproportionate collapse. Nonetheless, NBCC
also acknowledges situations where special attention
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2 RESEARCH ON CLT BUILDINGS
2.1 Survey of Contemporary Practice
An online survey was conducted to gather information
on structural robustness and disproportionate collapse
prevention in contemporary engineering practice
[47]. The objective of the survey was to understand
the factors influencing the decision for using existing
codes and guidelines, from different parts of the
world, for structural robustness and disproportionate
collapse prevention in building based on the main
structural materials. To achieve this objective, an
online survey was conducted amongst practicing
engineers. The results from 171 respondents were
evaluated and pointed out existing research needs.
From this survey, following conclusions were drawn:
1) The lack of code provisions on disproportionate
collapse prevention has a detrimental effect on the
consideration of structural robustness, e.g. for the

Figure 2: Model for wall panel removal in a 6-storey platformtype CLT building; a) isolated bay from surroundings, b)
floor plan, and resulting ALPs for the c) top, d) middle, and
e) bottom storey.

In a first step, the removal of an external wall panel

structural application of mass timber in Canada.

at the bottom storey (see Figure 2) was analysed.

2)

middle and top), the development of the ALPs was

Building

codes

recommendations

for

should

include

specific

disproportionate

collapse

prevention, applicable to specific building classes, as a
performance-based approach rather than prescriptive
clauses.

For three representative storeys (i.e. bottom,
studied by quasi-statically pushing down the walls
above the created gap in a nonlinear analysis. The
corresponding force was recorded to receive the socalled pushdown curve (force-displacement) [34]. In a

3) Specific practical examples and tutorials are

second step, a simplified dynamic model was created,

favoured as they not only help with the understanding

where each wall above the gap was replaced by a

of the concepts but also enable the designer to

mass point, connected to the walls above and below

consider appropriate and cost-effective methods for

by stiff springs, and connected to a fixed background

disproportionate collapse prevention.

by the elicited pushdown law. The force replacing the

4) The findings on the existing practices are mainly
valid for structural engineers who are involved
with disproportionate collapse prevention designs.

virtually removed wall was suddenly removed and
the dynamic response of the system was studied. The
following conclusions were drawn:

Although limited within its scope, the findings

1) Four different ALPs could develop on various storeys

from this survey can therefore inform about the

(see Figure 2): ALP I) is a transverse shearing action

development of disproportionate collapse prevention

in the floor panels, resisting the punching movement

guidelines and future building codes revisions.

of the walls; ALP II) is an arching action of the walls

2.2 Alternative load-paths in CLT buildings

acting as deep beams between the neighbouring
walls; ALP III) is a catenary action along the short edge

The removal of a wall panel in a corner bay of a

of the floor panels; and ALP IV) is a hanging action

6-storey platform-type CLT building was numerically

from the roof panels.

analysed [48]. Figure 2 illustrates the isolated bay,
which at each storey contained four 5-ply CLT wall
panels and three 5-ply CLT single-span floor panels
which were connected by self-tapping screws (STS)

2) ALP I is limited by the out-of-plane shear capacity
in the floor panels. ALPs II-IV are limited by their
respective connection capacities.

and angle brackets. Each connector was modelled as

3) Collapse is unlikely for a single wall removal,

a separate element by inserting its simplified force-

however, sufficient vertical stiffness among the

displacement behaviour at the specific locations.

storeys is required.

12
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2.3 Limitations of Existing Tie-force Procedure
Structural integrity, a key factor in designing for
robustness, is an indirect approach suggested in design

and dynamic behaviours, to obtain realistic estimates
of structural performance following extreme loads
[51].

standards such as EN1991-1-7 [20], ASCE-7 [41], NBCC
[42], and engineering guidance such as UFC 4-023-03
[25] and GSA [38], to avoid disproportionate collapse.
In platform-type construction, CLT wall panels can
develop cantilever and beam actions whereas floors
can trigger membrane and catenary actions. Figure
3 shows the possible key locations of ties for CLT
platform-type construction to ensure structural
integrity: i) longitudinal (L) ties, connecting two floor
panels in the longitudinal direction; ii) transverse
(T) ties, running in the transverse direction of
the individual CLT floor panel; iii) vertical (V) ties,
connecting two consecutive wall panels in the vertical
direction; and iv) peripheral (P) ties running along
the perimeter of the building through the external
walls and the floor-to-external walls. The following
conclusions were drawn:
1) As per EN1991-1-7 [20] the basic tie-strength
for floor slabs (FT,L = min (60kN/m; 20+4×number
of storeys))

used as longitudinal and transverse

tension forces between structural components should
consider the increased redundancy of multi-storey
buildings. The practicality of obtaining the deflection
of 20% [20] or 10% [25] of the span is questionable for
CLT buildings.
2) For CLT floor panel, unlike as recommended in
[20] the horizontal forces to tie the panels in the
longitudinal direction should be different than in the
transverse direction. For this type of floor system,
catenary action in the longitudinal and transverse
directions are not the same given that CLT floor are
only 3m wide due to manufacturing limitations.

Figure 3: Location of ties for CLT platform-type construction
to ensure structural integrity.

2.4 Improved tie-force procedure
Linear

static

engineering

mechanics

principles

were used to estimate the magnitude for required
longitudinal, transverse, and vertical tie forces, as
well as the associated deformation compatibilities
[52]. The methods assumed that peripheral tie-forces
are governed by the seismic demands for diaphragm
design.
The considered case-study was an eight-storey
platform-type CLT building with a 5m × 5m grid, as
shown in Figure 4. Both gravity and lateral loadresisting systems were composed of 5-ply CLT panels,
with the floors directly resting on the walls. In the
main direction, the floor panels were double-span,
continuous over the internal support, and assumed
to be connected with STS at gridline-7. Due to width
limitations, two CLT panels were placed between the
walls in the transverse direction, connected using STS

3) For CLT platform-type construction, considering

joints. In the transverse direction, 5m long simply

the practical deformation limits of the connections,

supported glulam beams provided vertical supports

calculations of the minimum tie forces should include

for CLT floor panels.

the compatibility between the horizontal and vertical
deformations.

To estimate the required tie-force for minimum
structural integrity, hence disproportionate collapse

4) The horizontal and vertical shear forces between

prevention, the analyses considered removal of:

wall panels, required to enable the walls above the

i) internal wall 4/A-B, ii) internal wall 7/A-B, iii)

removed element to remain stable through collapse-

external GLT beam 1/B-C, and iv) corner walls 1/A-

resistance mechanisms such as cantilever and beam

B and 1-4/A simultaneously. These removal scenarios

actions, should be considered for minimum tie forces

activated tie forces that triggered catenary and

as they could govern the design in terms of force and

cantilever actions, as shown in Figure 4. Catenary

deformation demands at the connections [49,50].

action enables the floor to span above the removed

5) Tie-force requirements should account for nonlinear

NEW ZEALAND TIMBER DESIGN » JOURNAL VOL 28 · ISSUE 4
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to cantilever above the removed element.

2.5 Analysis of a twelve-storey CLT building
The probability of disproportionate collapse of a
twelve-storey CLT building following the sudden
removal of internal and external ground floor
loadbearing walls was numerically investigated [53].
The residential building was a 9m × 9m grid system
composed of CLT walls and floor panels, as shown in
Figure 5. The connections were typical for platformtype construction. The building was designed for
both gravity and wind loads, however performance
following extreme loading scenario was still required.
To investigate the probability of disproportionate
collapse, the building was idealised at: global,
component and connection levels.

Figure 4: Tie-force procedure for CLT platform-type
construction: a) building floor plan; b) isometric view of the
building; c) catenary action; d) cantilever action.

This presented tie-force procedure is based on linear
elastic static principles of engineering mechanics.
This method best-applies to residential and office
mid-rise buildings, up to ten storeys or 30m tall, with
no structural irregularities. The following conclusions
were drawn:
1) For CLT buildings with platform-type construction,
the tie-force requirements should consider catenary
action of the floors in longitudinal and transverse
directions, as well as the cantilever action of the
walls, as separate collapse-resisting mechanisms.
2) Tie-force requirements could be derived from
linear elastic static force and moment equilibria.
This derivation should account for the compatibility
between the floor panel’s deflection and the
connection’s axial deformation.
3) From analyses of an eight-storey CLT platformtype construction, considerations were required
for the floor-to-floor joints given the axial demands
for catenary action. The deformation demands for
cantilever action could be supplied by conventional
detailing.

Figure 5: TRADA building: a) schematic and b) elevation
Multi-level idealisation: c) global model, d) macro and
micro model.

Nonlinear dynamic analyses were performed at global
level to understand the structural performance
following sudden removal of internal and external
ground floor walls. This was followed by an optimisation
of the building at component level. Thereafter,
analyses were performed to calculate the vulnerability
of the optimised structure given the uncertainties in
the applied loads, material properties, and connection
stiffness. Finally, a reliability analysis was done to
estimate the probability of disproportionate collapse.

4) Future research should address novel connection

The following conclusions were drawn from this case-

detailing with adequate strength, stiffness and

study:

ductility for catenary and cantilever action to prevent
disproportionate collapse. Suggested improvements
includes possible considerations of 3D action of the
floor system, nonlinear material properties of the
connections, as well as other structural concepts for
mid- to high-rise mass timber buildings.

14

1) At global level, static removal of elements is not
sufficient; the analysis needed to consider both
dynamic behaviours and nonlinearities. Herein, it was
found that the dynamic factor, to account for dynamic
behaviours when performing static analyses, was 1.5.
2) Understanding the structural behaviour under

VOL 28 · ISSUE 4 » NEW ZEALAND TIMBER DESIGN JOURNAL

different loads is of high importance. This also
highlighted the importance of overdesigning the
structural members and connections to account for a
wider range of possible events.
3) The designed building should account for force
reversal for all removal scenarios, in addition to the
collapse resisting mechanisms. In addition, for the
considered building, the CLT floor panels should at
least be 200mm thick, regardless of the number of
plies, to prevent disproportionate collapse.
4) The analyses identified catenary action as the main
failure mechanism. Otherwise, vertical ties were
required to enable suspension of the floor to the wall
above.
5) In presence of uncertainties in material properties,
connection, and speed of removal, the considered
building

had

a

probability

of

disproportionate

collapse as high as 32% if simply designed without
considerations of the complexities associated with
disproportionate collapse.

Figure 6: Nine-storey flat-plate system: a) Floor plan; b)
isometry view of original (M1) model; c) isometric view of
improved (M2) model; d) floor-to-floor spline connection
and springs idealisation; e) floor-to-core steel ledger angle
and springs idealisation.

were finally performed to optimise the building and
consequently improve its structural robustness. From
this case study, the following conclusions were drawn:

2.6 Analysis of a nine-storey flat-plate CLT system

1)

Before

relying

on

possible

disproportionate

The probability of disproportionate collapse P(DC) of

collapse-resistance mechanisms, the floor-to-column

a nine-storey building with CLT floors that are directly

detail should reduce rolling shear stress, which was

supported by columns without the use of beams to

identified as the main failure mode for flat-plate

carry the gravity loads was quantified [54]. The

systems following vertical element removal.

building had a 2.2m × 4.0m grid, with double-span
CLT panels continuous over the internal supports,
see Figure 6. The floors panels were point supported
on the single storey columns. The lateral loads were
resisted by a CLT core. Nonlinear dynamic analyses,
with sudden removal of ground floor columns, were
performed on the original model (M1). An improved
model (M2) was developed with glulam beams at the
roof level to enhance resistance mechanisms against

2) The sensitivity analyses identified the axial tension
capacity of the column-to-column connection, the
rotational capability of the floor-to-column/ floorto-core connection, and the floor-to-floor axial
and shear resistance connection as critical for
disproportionate collapse prevention. Robust detailing
was recommended in order to meet the strength,
stiffness, and ductility demands.

disproportionate collapse. For both buildings, the

3) Comparing M1 to M2, hanging action, where a new

CLT panels and GLT columns were idealised as 2D and

load-path allowed the floor to hang on the column

1D elements using uniaxial springs, respectively, as

above, was ideal for disproportionate collapse

shown in Figure 6.

prevention. This study demonstrated that there is a

The ALP method with nonlinear dynamic analyses
were first performed to quantify the ratio between
the

applied

deformations

on

the

CLT

panels

need to develop column-to-column connections for
hanging actions as there is no existing detailing that
could meet the demands for mid-rise buildings.

and connections, and the respective allowable

4) This study showed that a post-and-beam concept

deformations

failure. Thereafter,

should be implemented at the roof level to prevent

reliability analyses were performed on the worst-

collapse after element removal by transferring the

case element removal to quantify the probability of

horizontal tie forces back to the core.

limits,

before

disproportionate collapse given the uncertainties in
the loadings, material properties, and geometry. With
the obtained high probability, sensitivity analyses
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3 CONCLUSIONS

Engineering 2019; 145(12): 04019149.

This paper summarises recent studies on structural

[7] Shahnewaz Md, Popovski M, Tannert T. Deflection of

robustness and disproportionate collapse prevention

Cross-laminated Timber Shear Walls for Platform-

for mid-rise CLT building in platform-type construction.

type Construction. Engineering Structures, 2020;

In addition to emphasising on the considerations of the

221: 111091.

complexity associated with the analysis and design,
the presented review can aid on the development
of future guidelines and revisions for building codes.

[8] Nordic Structures. Origine. https://www.nordic.
ca.

Nevertheless, while this paper focused on numerical

[9] Wells M. Tall timber buildings: applications of

studies, it is worth noting that experimental tests are

solid timber construction in multi-story buildings.

prerequisite in order to give confidence on analyses

CTBUH Research paper 2011; 24–27.

and design assumptions critical to the structural

[10] Hossain A, Danzig I, Tannert T. Cross-laminated

performance. Future analytical, numerical and test

timber shear connections with double-angled

programs will allow applying disproportionate collapse

self-tapping screw assemblies. J Struct Eng 2016;

prevention

142: 1–9.

measures

to

mass-timber

buildings

beyond 30m. Furthermore, they will help to identify
improvements to conventional structural systems
and connection details and help to focus on areas
for innovative solutions. Disproportionate collapse
prevention considerations will help expanding the
application of mass timber and CLT toward taller
buildings with high importance category.

[11] Hossain A, Popovski M, Tannert T. Cross-laminated
timber connections assembled with a combination
of screws in withdrawal and screws in shear. Eng
Struct 2018; 168:1-11.
[12] Popovski M, Gavric I. Performance of a 2-story
CLT house subjected to lateral loads. J Struc Eng
2015; 142:E4015006.
[13] Gagnon S, Pirvu C. CLT Handbook: Cross-laminated
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